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Thursday, October 25
9:00 a.m.- ALUMNI COLLEGE—‘1984—Looking 
3:00 p.m. Back on the Future.’ Third floor. University 
Center. Registration $10 including lunch. To 





























REGISTRATION AND INFORMATION— 
Third floor. University Center.
ART FAIR—University Center Mall.
BUS TOUR OF MISSOULA—Meet on 
South end of the University Center. $2 per 
person.
CAMPUS TOURS—Meet in front of Main 
Hall
REUNION LUNCHEONS—Classes o f ’34, ’49, 
‘59, ’64—University Center Ballroom. $4.50 per 
person. Guests from other classes and friends are 
welcome.
REUNION CLASS PHOTOS—University Center 
Ballroom.
OPENING OF the Frank B. Linderman 
Collection, Mansfield Library 
GENERAL MEETING of the UM Alumni 
Association—Montana Theater, Performing Arts 
and Radio-Television Center. Everyone welcome. 
CONVOCATION ADDRESS, President 
Neil S. Bucklew—Montana Theater, Performing 
Arts and Radio-Television Center. Everyone 
welcome.
FRIDAY AFTERNOON SOCIAL- 
University Center Ballroom. Cash bar. Everyone 
welcome.
ALUMNI AWARDS DINNER—University 
Center Ballroom. Honoring Distinguished and 
Young Alumnus Award recipients, Pantzer 
Awardee and recognition o f reunion classes. 
Tickets: $12.50 per person.
VOLLEYBALL—Lady Griz vs. Portland State— 
Harry Adams Field House. Tickets: $3 general, 
$2 students.
LIGHTING OF THE OVAL—Oval perimeter. 
CARILLON CONCERT—On the Oval. 
LIGHTING OF THE “M”—Mount Sentinel. 
SINGING ON THE STEPS and PEP 
RALLY—Main Hall Steps. Join us for a taste of 
tradition. Crowning of the Homecoming queen, 
king and court, and a pep rally.
ASUM PERFORMING ARTS SERIES: 






















Department. To be announced.
UM STUDENT HOMECOMING DANCE. 
Everyone welcome.
WINE AND CHEESE RECEPTION—
President and Mrs. Neil Bucklew’s home, 1325 
Gerald Ave. All reunion classes and special 
guests.
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SIGMA KAPPA BRUNCH—Savoy, 147 W. 
Broadway.
UM HOMECOMING PARADE—Missoula and 
Its University: Brightest Stars in the Big Sky. 
Beginning at the depot on Circle Square, 
proceeding south on Higgins Avenue, turning left 
on University Avenue to campus. 
HOMECOMING TENT PARTY-Campbell 
Baseball Field, next to Domblaser Field.
Everyone is welcome! Food and beverages on 
sale. Pre-game music by the “Dixieland Band.” 
CLASS OF ’34 OPEN HOUSE—University 
Golf Clubhouse.
PRE-GAME SHOW—Dornblaser Field. 
FOOTBALL GAME—Dornblaser Field.
University of Montana Grizzlies vs. University o f 
Idaho Vandals. Tickets: $8.50 reserved, $6 
general, $5 students.
LAW SEMINAR for the women’s section o f the 
State Bar o f Montana—Sheraton, 200 South 
Pattee.
CELEBRATION AND GATHERING— 
Sheraton, 200 South Pattee. Sponsored by the UM 




NO-HOST DINNER for the women’s section of 
the State Bar of Montana—the Sheraton, 200 
South Pattee.
SIGMA NU 80th ANNIVERSARY 
CELEBRATION—Cocktails, dinner and dance— 
Village Red Lion Motor Inn, 100 Madison. 
Featured speaker: Robert Pantzer, former UM 
president. Special performance by: “The Three 
Young Men from Montana.” Tickets: $20 per 
person, $35 per couple.
VOLLEYBALL—Lady Griz vs. Boise State— 
Harry Adams Field House. Tickets: $3 general,
$2 students.
THEATER PRODUCTION—UM Drama/Dance 




Howard Skaggs Howard Skaggs
Gary Cooper, star o f the movie 1957 version o f 
The Hanging Tree, discusses the story with its 
author, Dorothy Johnson. For a review o f a 
biography on Miss Johnson, see page 7.
Grizzly quarterback Marty Momhinweg is going 
fo r a Big Sky championship this fall. See Sports, 
page 8.
Belting out a song during Alumni Night 
this June are Patricia Britton, Joanna 
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Forum
In praise of Katie
I can’t recall reading anything emanating from the 
University o f  Montana since the late ’50s which encouraged 
me more than the article by Deborah Reno regarding the 
selection o f Katie Richards as a Rhodes Scholar.
Over the years I have developed an attitude that a 
majority o f  people com ing out o f the University o f 
Montana were eco-freaks, hippies, no-nukers, earth-mamas 
and pot smokers.
I hope Katie is the beginning o f a new trend.
Robert A. Svoboda, ’49 
Santa Barbara, California
Wrong to accept scholarship
I was surprised to learn that the Rhodes Scholarship fund 
was specifically intended to be for men only. Katie 
Richards’ arguments that “times have changed,” that 
“women didn’t go  to college back then,” and that “if 
there was a problem, it was with changing the w ill” are 
totally irrelevant. If this is the kind o f  reasoning one can 
expect from a Rhodes Scholar, I’m not impressed.
Cecil Rhodes had a right to expect the terms o f  his will 
to be adhered to; after all, it was his money, not public 
funds.
Can you imagine the outrage that would occur among 
women if a wealthy feminist willed her money to a 
scholarship fund for female students, and Congress changed 
it to accommodate men?
If Katie was a person o f moral character she would 
refuse the scholarship, realizing that it was morally wrong 
to change Cecil Rhodes’ legal will.
Roger Stang, ’67 
Missoula
Pet peeve is lack of agreement
I share my friend Dorothy Johnson’s concern for the 
English language. My pet peeve, however, is the lack o f 
agreement between subject and possessive pronoun. It has 
seemed to be entirely out o f  control in the ’70s and ’80s.
For example: caption on page 9, May edition, should read 





Maiden names should be included
As long as I’m writing and have just recently read two 
o f  the latest Montanans, I’m going to pass along some 
thoughts on the new format and contents.
It’s excellent. I like it very much. However, the 5-Ws 
propounded by Dean Stone are often overlooked.
For instance, on the listing o f  deaths (births and 
marriages too, which don’t concern me at this late date) the 
“where” and “when” are always missing. Where were 
they living when they died; when did they die? I know 
some o f  the deaths listed aren’t reported until a couple o f 
years later, maybe more . . .  but it is important to know 
that; and certainly where they last lived is equally 
important.
Now we com e to the class notes on various and sundry:
In the name o f “Women’s Lib” if a woman graduated 
under her maiden name or any other name, that should be 
shown as part o f  her current “married” name. “John and 
Mary Smith, both class o f  1940, are now located in 
Timbuctoo. . . .’’So John, the class o f  ’40, will be ' 
remembered, but who-in-the-world was “Mary” now 
John’s spouse? In your alumni notes every female 
nomenclature should carry the name under which she 
graduated, else she is totally lost to her own youth. We do 
not live anymore in a totally macho world where the 
husband’s name is the only name that counts. Such 
demeaning o f  a woman’s past identity is very irritating to 
me. It’s also puzzling to the younger generations but they 
don’t consciously figure out how it can be improved upon.
And Sheila, my dear, you slipped up in the last 
Montanan which carried your proper signature on the front 
page, but not on your by lined article inside. Who is 
Stearns? Somebody’s wife, o f  course.
Martha Dunlap Moore ’28 
Chicago
Editor’s note: Unfortunately we do not have the space or a 
uniform amount o f information on everyone to expand our listing 
o f births, marriages and deaths.
A matter of history
Others have probably brought this to your attention, but 
in case no one has, I should like to point out that John 
Paton Davies (article in May 1984 issue entitled “China 
Hands’ Conference Inaugurates Mansfield Center”) could 
not have been dismissed from the Foreign Service by John 
Foster Dulles in 1951 because Mr. Dulles was Secretary o f 
State in the Eisenhower adminisration. President 
Eisenhower took office in 1953.
In spite o f  not being able to resist calling your attention 
to this, I do enjoy the Montanan very much.
Doris Carlson McMurray, ’49 
Ft. Collins, Colorado 
Editor’s note: Davies was fired  in 1954.
OF MONTANA
Howard Skaggs
ADMIRE LINDERMAN GIFT—University o f Montana history students Jodie Johnson o f Great Falls and 
Rick Cabrera o f Billings look on as Ruth Patrick, Dean o f Library Services, examines an Indian headdress. 
The headdress and other Indian artifacts, together with scrapbooks and photo albums, were donated to the 
Maureen and Mike Mansfield Library by the family o f Frank B. Linderman, Montana author and political 
figure from 1903 until his death in 1938. After a grand opening display during UM Homecoming 1984, the 
collection will be on permanent rotating display in the library’s archives.
Around the Oval
Students now must meet 
general education requirements
May 31, the Faculty Senate adopted a general 
education program designed to ensure that every UM 
graduate will have a liberal education as well as specialized 
career training. The new requirements take effect this fall 
for incoming freshmen and a year from now for transfer 
students.
Speaking for the University administration, Academic 
Vice President Donald Habbe called the Senate’s action “a 
significant step forward in improving the quality o f 
undergraduate education for all students who com e to the 
University o f  Montana.”
The program requires all students to achieve a prescribed 
level o f competency in writing, mathematics, and foreign 
language/symbolic systems. Entering freshmen with a good 
high school background will be exempt from some 
competency courses.
Students will also take courses in each o f six 
“perspectives” that will acquaint them with the different 
ways that the world is viewed by a variety o f  disciplines. 
The perspectives are: Expressive Arts, Literary and Artistic 
Studies, Historical and Cultural Studies, Social Sciences, 
Ethical and Human Values, and Natural Sciences.
The program was drafted by a committee made up o f 
three faculty from the College o f Arts and Sciences, three 
faculty from the professional schools and three students.
The Senate approved their proposal in principle more than 
a year ago and on May 31 passed a version that emerged 
from a year o f  campus wide consultation.
According to the committee, the minimum goals o f a 
liberal education, which the new program is designed to 
meet, include “the ability to think critically, to 
communicate effectively, to become aware o f  the vast 
extent and variety o f  our accumulated experience and 
knowledge, and to master at least one subject well enough 
to appreciate its subtlety and complexity.”
Billings man is sixth UM student 
to win $20,000 Truman Scholarship
$20,000 Truman Scholarships given in Montana 
since Congress instituted the award eight years ago have 
gone to UM students. The latest UM recipient is William 
Mercer o f Billings.
The scholarship provides $5,000 a 
year for four years, including two years 
o f  graduate study. It is given annually on 
the basis o f  scholarship, leadership 
potential and commitment to a career in 
government to a student in each state. 
Fifty at-large winners are also selected.
Mercer is a junior majoring in pre-law 
and political science.
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Excellence Fund goal is $250,000
^Ak. goal o f  $250,000 has been set for the 1984-85 
Excellence Fund Drive. The fund was started by the UM 
Foundation in 1978 to raise money for the Mansfield 
Library, scholarships, alumni programs and other projects, 
such as the Night School, that provide a margin o f 
excellence for the University.
A goal o f $95,000 has been announced for the 1984-85 
Missoula Business Drive.
Missoula lawyer Thomas H. Boone, chairman o f the 
local drive, said the main emphasis o f  this year’s campaign 
will be on attracting unrestricted funds.
Howard Skaggs
GETTING AN EDUCATION BY DEGREES—Celebrating the addition 
o f two more academic degrees to the family at commencement exercises 
June Ware Bruce Diettert, left, B.S., and his father, Gerald Diettert, 
right, M.D., B.S. (in that order). With the June graduates is Gerald’s 
father, UM professor emeritus o f botany Reuben Diettert, B.A., M.S., 
Ph.D. Bruce and Gerald received bachelor’s degrees at commencement. 
Dr. Gerald Diettert, a Missoula cardiologist, earned his medical degree 
before his bachelor’s because he left UM after his junior year to enter 
Washington University Medical School in St. Louis, Missouri. Thirty- 
four years after taking a medical degree, he returned to UM to earn 
twelve credits, more than enough to finish requirements for a bachelor’s 
degree, so he could graduate with his son.
UM journalism student wins 
national graduate scholarship
S t e v e n  Dodrill, a radio-television major in the School o f 
Journalism, is the 1984 winner o f  the $1,000 Abe 
Schechter Graduate Scholarship.
The national award is given annually 
by the Radio Television News Directors 
Foundation to support graduate study at 
the school o f the recipient’s choice. 
Dodrill will work for a master’s degree 
at UM, probably in an interdisciplinary 
program in political science and 
broadcasting.
Dodrill will also receive an expense- 
paid trip to the Radio Television News Directors 
Association International Conference in San Antonio,
Texas, Dec. 5-7.
The UM senior from Omaha, Neb., was chosen partially 
on the basis o f a documentary on asbestos insulation at 
UM, which was an expanded version o f  his stories 
broadcast by KPAX-TV in Missoula when he was an intern 
at the station. He has also been an intern at KXLY-TV in 
Spokane, Washington.
Dodrill is the son o f Mr. and Mrs. Herman Dodrill,
8203 Keystone Drive, Omaha. He is a graduate o f 
Northwest High School in Omaha, and he received a B.A. 
in journalism from UM at the end o f summer quarter.
Reach out and touch a Grizzly
A  his fall alumni and friends o f  the University will be 
able to hear live play-by-play o f Grizzly football anywhere 
in the United States. KYLT radio in Missoula, the 
originating station for UM sports, will provide live 
coverage o f  every football game via the telephone. 
Interested fans may dial 1-900-410-MONT (6668). The 
caller will be billed 50 cents for the first minute and 35 
cents for each additional minute.
The Grizzlies opened their 1984 season against Abilene 
Christian Saturday, Sept. 8. Other games are:
Sept. 14 Portland State................ 8:00 p.m. MDT
Sept. 22 Idaho State................... 7:30 p.m. MDT
Sept. 29 Weber State.................. 7:00 p.m. MDT
Oct. 6 Northern Arizona............1:30 p.m. MDT
Oct. 13 Eastern Washington..........1:30 p.m. MDT
Oct. 20 Boise State.................... 7:00 p.m. MDT
Oct. 27 Idaho...........................2:00 p.m. MDT
Nov. 3 Montana State................ 1:30 p.m. MST
Nov. 10 Nevada-Reno................. 2:30 p.m. MST
Nov. 24 Mirage Bow l..................8:00 p.m. MST
Tom Morris will provide the play-by-play and Gene 
Leonard will assist with color commentary. Pre-game 
coverage will begin 30 minutes prior to kickoff.
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Program for foreign students 
benefits Montanans, too
E f f i c  Koehn, the University’s foreign student affairs 
coordinator, reports that 130 students from twenty-eight 
countries took part in a program in 1983-84 that acquainted 
them with Montana people, places and customs and 
exposed Montanans to other cultures. The program 
consisted o f  four lecture-tours, for which the students 
signed up on a first-come, first-served basis. Faculty and 
staff from various University departments briefed the 
travelers in advance and accompanied them on trips to state 
government offices in Helena, the Flathead Indian 
Reservation, Yellowstone National Park, and Milford 
Colony, a Hutterite community.
The field trips were supported in part by the Cooperative 
Projects Program o f  the National Association for Foreign 
Student Affairs for the purpose o f  enhancing the American 
college experience o f  foreign students. Koehn hopes to find 
funding to continue the trips, which, she says, are 
extremely valuable to the students.
Radio-Television chairman named
J o s e p h  Durso Jr. has been named chairman o f  the radio­
television department in the School o f Journalism. He 
resigned as director o f news and programming at WBBM, 
the CBS-owned all-news station in Chicago, to accept the 
position.
Durso assumed his duties as chairman 
and associate professor o f  journalism on 
September 4, according to Charles E. 
Hood, dean o f  the journalism school.
The present chairman, Philip J. Hess, 
is stepping down from that position to 
return to full-time teaching.
Durso began his broadcasting career in 
1970 as a television news reporter for 
WETA, the public television station in Washington, D.C. 
He later served as director o f  editorials and community 
affairs for WCBS Radio in New York, CBS’s all-news 
station, and as director o f  the CBS Radio Stations News 
Service in Washington, D.C., which serves as the 
Washington bureau for the company’s radio stations and as 
production and distribution center for news features. He 
joined WBBM in Chicago in 1982.
Durso has a bachelor’s degree in biology from Cornell 
University and a master’s degree from the Columbia 
University Graduate School in Journalism.
Durso, an avid fisherman who grew up in the New York 
City area, is the co-author o f  an article about fishing 
Montana’s Bitterroot River in the April 1983 issue o f  Field 
& Stream magazine. His wife, Maureen, spent part o f her 
childhood in Montana and her parents now live in Victor. 
The Dursos have a 9-year-old daughter, Joanna.
Among the twenty-four students who made the excursion to Yellowstone 
were, standing in front o f the bench, Virenne Phillips from Singapore 
and Eiji Kakita from Japan; and on the bench, from left, Abdul Abu- 
Al-Rub from West Bank, Kulbinder Singh from Malaysia, Kim Naru 
from Pakistan, Penith Boolsambatra from Singapore, and Pravit 
Santiwattana from Thailand. Other places represented were Peru, 
Ethiopia, Japan, Greece, Finland, Canada, India, Taiwan and Hong 
Kong.
Law School gets FBI scholarship
T h e  University o f  Montana School o f  Law will receive 
one o f six J. Edgar Hoover Memorial Scholarships made 
available to United States colleges and universities in 
1984-85.
The $1,000 Hoover Memorial Scholarship was doubled 
in value and became a $2,000 award when two UM 
graduates matched the funds provided by the Society o f 
Former Special Agents o f  the FBI, donors o f  the award.
By random selection. Gene P. Fopp o f Great Falls was 
chosen to designate an institution in the society’s western 
region to receive the scholarship funds.
Fopp chose UM where he and his wife, Joan Kennard 
Fopp, earned their degrees. She is a 1941 UM business 
administration graduate, and he earned an undergraduate 
degree in 1938 and a law degree in 1940. He then entered 
the FBI as a special agent and served in bureau offices in 
Philadelphia, New York, Butte and Salt Lake City before 
becom ing senior resident agent in Great Falls. He retired 
from the FBI in 1964 and has since practiced law in Great 
Falls.
The Fopps recently returned to the University to 
participate in a presentation o f  the J. Edgar Hoover 
Memorial Scholarship by James F. Tanner o f  Sacramento, 
Calif., vice president o f  the Society o f  Former Special 
Agents o f  the FBI. During the presentation, they announced 
that their personal gift o f  $1,000 would be added to the 
Society’s award as an expression o f  their loyalty and 
gratitude to the University.
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Marty Mornhinweg
Reaching for the Ski
by Virginia Vickers Braun
.^ .̂t 5 feet, 10 inches and 190 pounds Marty Mornhinweg 
isn’t your typical quarterback. Despite the fact that he 
broke all kinds o f records in high school and was scouted 
by USC and Stanford, most recruiters thought he was too 
small for a quarterback.
Their loss was UM’s gain.
The record speaks for itself. Marty holds just about 
every performance record in the book. He has scored more 
touchdowns, completed more passes and gained more 
yardage passing than any other UM quarterback.
“Marty is simply the best quarterback this school has 
ever seen in its history,” Head Coach Larry Donovan said.
He’s small in height, but he has more strength than 
most quarterbacks. He has more feel for receivers, and 
he’s smarter than most quarterbacks.”
Marty seems like a typical college student. A guy’s guy 
perhaps. At 22, he has sandy brown hair and blue eyes.
His nose looks like it’s been broken a few times, and he 
has a Fu Manchu mustache that gives him a rather fierce 
look.
Watching TV with Marty 
are his roommate, Joe 
Klucewich o f Hamilton, 
and Scott Wilson, student 
manager o f last year’s 
football team, o f Terry.
Howard Shaw's
Marty has an old-fashioned politeness that seems to come 
naturally to many athletes. He’s reserved, yet one senses 
he s raised his share o f  hell. He dates but does not have a 
steady girlfriend. He “plays a few cards” and is pretty 
good at it. When he’s home, he plays some golf.
A native o f  San Jose, California, Marty, whose name is 
actually William Martin, began playing football at age 8 as 
a running back. His heroes were Tom  Kramer, quarterback 
o f  the Minnesota Vikings, and Oakland Raiders 
quarterbacks Jim Plunket and Kenny Stabler. Plunket 
attended high sqhool in the same area where Marty lives, 
and Marty says he learned a lot from watching Stabler 
play.
“I used to go  an hour before the game and watch the
Sports
Raiders warm up,” Marty said. “You can either watch to 
enjoy or watch to learn. I used to watch Stabler warm up 
and then imitate him.”
At Oak Grove High School, a school o f  about 3,000, he 
started as a sophomore on the varsity. He is second in 
California for individual records and still holds four.
His father, Larry, is vice president o f a claims 
management company. His mother, Darla, doesn’t 
particularly like Marty’s playing football, but she has two 
other sons, Shannon, 17, and Brad, 16, who both excel at 
the sport. Marty’s older sister, Darcy, 23, was a high 
school homecoming queen and now works for Hertz.
Marty doesn’t seem particularly impressed with being a 
football hero. Except for the intensive training, life is not 
too much different for him than for other students.
“Nobody recognizes me,” he says. “It’s pretty normal. 
In my classes I m with quite a few athletes, and downtown 
I m with my buddies.” Most o f his friends are football 
players. “It’s hard to make friends outside the football 
program because so many hours are put in it.”
Training for the football season requires a year-round 
commitment. During the summer, Marty works out two
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hours a day from 8 to 10 a.m. In the fall he trains seven 
days a week, running, sprinting and lifting weights.
“Marty bench presses 335 pounds, which for a 
quarterback is outstanding,’’ Mike Van Diest, defensive 
line coach in charge o f weight training and conditioning, 
said. “It puts him in the top ten o f  the team in the bench 
press.’’
Like others who know Marty, Van Diest says Marty has 
special charisma. “When he steps into the huddle he’s all 
business. Marty has so much confidence in his own 
abilities, it carries over when he’s in the huddle. The level 
o f the squad goes up when he’s in the game.
“We hate going against him in spring football. H e’ll take 
the hits. He challenges the defense and he’s a great 
competitor. H e’s like a fighter, he never backs off.
“Marty is cocky, but he’s not conceited. The people o f 
Missoula and the state o f Montana love Marty. They’ve 
kind o f adopted him.’’
No wonder. In 1980 Marty started midway through the 
season as quarterback and was named Most Valuable 
Freshman Player. In 1981 the Grizzlies had their fifth best 
record (7-3) ever. In 1982 he led the Grizzlies to a Big 
Sky Conference Championship and was named All-Big Sky 
Conference second team, received All-American Honorable 
Mention and was Grizzly co-MVP along with Greg Iseman. 
Last year, unfortunately, he didn’t play.
He and teammate Joe Klucewich, who is also his 
roommate, were placed on academic suspension last fall. 
Marty is philosophic about it and says it was all for the 
best. The time o ff gave him a chance to heal from shoulder 
and ankle surgery, and he got some valuable coaching 
experience as assistant football coach at his former high 
school. The team he helped coach was 12-2 for the season 
and the coaching staff was selected to coach the A AAA 
Division All-Star game in central California this summer.
A health and physical education major, Marty is 
considering a career in college coaching, preferably at UM. 
H e’s also studying psychology, history and physical 
education for the handicapped so he could teach in high 
school.
Coaching com es naturally to him. Says Van Diest, 
“Marty is like another coach on the field. H e’s really an 
arm o f  quarterback coach Joe Glenri.’’
“They’ve given me free rein to change the play,’’ Marty 
says. What he does depends on the down and the distance 
to go.
“Marty is a real good scrambler,’’ Klucewich said. “He 
moves better than a lot o f  quarterbacks, and he knows 
where the receivers are all the time. Everyone feels more 
comfortable when he’s in there.’’
Because o f  his height, Marty says his game is directed to 
short- to medium-range passes. “I g o  up top every once in 
a while,” he said. “I move around and sprint out a lot.
My foot speed is one o f the most important things.”
Most everyone says Marty plays a smart game. “A lot 
comes from the gutsiness o f  the size o f  the guy,” Donovan 
said. “He outduels his opponents.
“He has a capability to live on the edge and to make it 
work for him. H e’s a gambler, but he knows what he’s 
doing. He fools with their [his opponents] minds.
“Marty has a very deep concern for the team. H e’s a 
team leader behind the scenes.”
He and Donovan have a special relationship. “Marty 
always brings a list when he com es in to talk with me,” 
Donovan said. “Plays he thinks we should run, or needs o f 
the team. When he left last fall, he came in with his list. 
‘Coach,’ he said, ‘are you going to be around next fall?’ 
That was on the list.”
About the future, Donovan says “His future is right 
now. He has to play his senior year. The rest will take 
care o f  itself. ’ ’
If Marty does well—and he says flat out he’s “going for 
the Sky”—he may consider playing pro ball in Canada 
where the football field is wider than in the United States 
and the game more suited to his height and style o f play.
“It’s going to be a dogfight to see w ho’ll com e out the 
champions,” Marty says. “Reno and Idaho have lost 
people. I don’t see one real powerhouse.”
“I know Marty will finalize his career as a winner,” 
Donovan said. “They call smart quarterbacks winners and 
that’s what he is.”
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Economics: It doesn’t have 
to be the ‘dismal science’
by John Photiades
D i d  you take a course in economics back in the good 
old days? Did it confuse you with its endless graphs? Bore 
you with its dry, esoteric language? Disgust you with its 
irrelevance to real-world concerns? Anger you with its 
hidden ideological biases? If your answer is “yes” to the 
first question and “no” to all the rest, you are currently 
(a) an economist, (b) a masochist, (c) confused, angered, 
disgusted and bored, or (d) all o f  the above.
Nowadays we give students at the University o f Montana 
a choice. Besides the more traditional “Introduction to 
Economic Theory I,” we offer “Introduction to Political
Howard Skaggs
Dr. Photiades operating on a ailing patient.
Economy,” a five-credit course originally aimed at the 
non-major, but now an option for all. About five hundred 
students enroll in it per year.
I teach the course as a combination o f philosophy, 
history, cultural anthropology and political science, with 
traditional economics hidden inside like a wolf in sheep’s 
clothing.
The course begins with a brief history o f capitalism. We 
trace its evolution from its dark feudal beginnings to the 
present. In between, we take side trips to look at the 
philosophies and major contributions o f some o f the giants 
in the field: Adam Smith, Thomas Malthus, David Ricardo, 
Karl Marx, Thorstein Veblen, John Maynard Keynes. Their 
views still dominate our economic thinking. As Keynes 
once said, “Practical men, who believe themselves to be
Course of 
the Month
quite exempt from any intellectual influences, are usually 
the slaves o f  some defunct economist.”
After discussing at length the operation o f markets and 
the classical ideal o f “laissez-faire” capitalism, we make a 
list o f possible objections to that system—objections 
provided by the various prevalent ideological perspectives. 
The rest o f the course is devoted to examining those issues 
through hypothetical “debates” between conservatives, 
liberals and radicals, with appropriate economic concepts 
introduced as needed. Would a “laissez-faire” system 
distribute income equitably? Would it lead to monopolies? 
“Externalities” (e.g., air pollution)? Economic instability 
(i.e., periodic crises leading to recessions or depressions)? 
What policies based on what theories would each viewpoint 
recommend? Each ideology examines the economic body 
and offers its own diagnoses and cures.
We join three such ideologues as they are about to 
examine capitalism, lying prostrate on a bed in the 
operating room:
“Recurrent bouts o f depression brought on by 
consumptive anorexia,” announces the effete liberal after 
scrutinizing K, the capitalist patient, for what seemed like a 
very short run. “For preliminaries, I suggest two tablets o f 
fiscal Valium to bring about a welfare state, and . . .
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hello? What’s this on K’s private sector? A mega-corporate 
malignancy o f  merging conglomerates inflating the gastro- 
industrial tract and inducing premature labor pains? Quick! 
An injection o f  FTC into the higher corporate echelons 
coupled with a generous application o f  Antitrust at the 
bottom! And while we are at it, how about two cc o f  EPA 
for this acid-rain indigestion? It might even clear up that 
industrial uremia in the Love Canal. But hurry. In the long 
run, w e’ll all be dead.”
At this, the conservative’s rotund midriff trembles, as if 
shaken by an invisible hand. ‘‘Your long run has arrived,” 
he mutters behind fiscally tight-pursed lips. ‘‘Such liberal 
use o f  external stimulus,” he adds as his mouth breaks into 
a sneering Laffer curve, ‘‘would tax marketly our patient’s 
equilibrium. Why, it amounts to corporate lobotomy on the 
supply side, leaving the left—or wrong side—to rule over 
the vital interests o f  the body politic. Granted, K’s sense o f 
global security needs fiscal enhancement through a shot in 
the armament. And with the proper defensive posture, 
ceteris paribus, hocus pocus, such generous infusion should 
trickle down to the very lowest o f  the patient’s extremities 
(excluding, o f course, the radical extremities. These are 
gangrenous and must be lopped off.) But as for the rest, a 
brisk massage with oil o f  ‘‘laissez-faire” to invigorate K’s 
sense o f ‘‘caveat emptor” should prove sufficient.”
The radical, red beard quivering, clenches a fist and 
shakes it in mid-air. ‘‘The patient is dying!” he roars 
triumphantly, as simultaneously and with great force he 
sinks that fist deep into K’s dollar plexus. That blow, 
aimed to induce through violent labor a speedier delivery, 
proves to be a capital idea: a new, improved -ism issues 
forth from the dying K, bottom side up, with no top and 
no class whatsoever.
Deep from the spectator’s section behind the operating 
room, a single hand is heard clapping. An oriental 
mystic’s? A sleight o f  hand joined by Adam Smith’s 
famous ‘‘invisible hand”? We part—angered, confused, and 
disgusted—without solving the dismal mystery. Yet in our 
mind, still, K Marx the spot. We were not amused, but we 
were not bored either.
Reading List
Friedman, Milton. Capitalism  and Freedom.
Heilbroner, Robert L. The Worldly Philosophers. Fourth 
Edition, Simon and Schuster, New York, 1972. 
Heilbroner, Robert L. and Lester Thurow. Five Econom ic 
Challenges. Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N.J.,
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Hunt, E. K., and Howard J. Sherman. Econom ics: An 
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Edition, Harper & Row, New York, 1981.
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Econom ics o f  Public Issues, Seventh Edition, Harper & 
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In Idaho, Amdahl is clearing the air. Amdahl is forming an 
elite group of System Designers/Architects in Idaho where 
the air is clear and the environment is wide open. The 
team is at the absolute forefront of large-scale computing.
Computer System 
Designers
If you have the imagination to use what you know about 
today’s large-scale data processing systems to project 
what they could or should be doing in the future, you 
could belong on Amdahl’s Idaho team. You could be 
exploring trends and concepts that coincide with — or are 
totally unique to — industry trends, and to Amdahl’s cur­
rent mainframe, communications, software and peripheral 
products.
The select few who come to Idaho will have a BS/MSEE 
or equivalent, with 3+ years experience related to system 
architectural concepts in large mainframe computers. 
Ideally, your background will include logic/system design 
experience and a proven ability to see and understand 
the total hardware/software picture.
Discover the quality of life in eastern Idaho, between the 
Sawtooth Mountains and the Grand Tetons. At the same 
time, you’ll discover the phenomenon of a truly innovative 
computer company that rewards your creativity and 
imagination with one of the best compensation programs 
in the industry.
Call Mike Clements, Vice President of Advanced 
Development/Chief Technical Officer, at (208)
356-8914 to discuss this unique opportunity personal­
ly. Or mail your resume and current salary information 
to Amdahl Corporation, Dept. 11-232, 143 North 
Second Street East, Rexburg, Idaho 83440. We are an 
equal opportunity employer through affirmative action.^  the amdah! phenomenon
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Alumni Night 1984—A tradition is born
by Maribeth Dwyer
S h e i la  Stearns ended her first school year as our alumni 
director in the style we have com e to expect from her. She 
and her sterling staff masterminded and carried out—with 
panache—the first Alumni Night. Their purpose was to 
spotlight the best and the brightest o f  the University’s 
graduates during commencement weekend—a time when 
another crop o f  students turn into alumni.
The gala on June 8 brought together 260 alums o f  every 
vintage to bask in the reflection o f  some UM symbols o f 
excellence: our Rhodes scholars; John Lester, professor 
emeritus o f music, who has trained so many successful 
performers; and the products o f  our School o f  Fine Arts. It 
was a night to celebrate the University’s premier scholars 
and artists.
As all good alums know, the University o f Montana has 
sent twenty-two Rhodes scholars to Oxford, making her 
nineteenth in the production o f the scholars among more 
than 2,500 American colleges and universities, sixth among 
state schools and sixth among all schools in the West.
Besides Katie Richards ’84, classics, our latest Rhodes 
scholar, whom you read about in the May issue o f  the 
Montanan, on hand for the festivities were Rhodes scholars 
Arthur Burt ’24, English; Joseph FitzGerald ’31, 
econom ics and sociology; Eugene Sunderlin ’33, chemistry; 
and Ann Haight ’78, history.
And then there were the twenty-six entertainers. The 
concentration o f talent in the University Center Ballroom 
on June 8 was not matched that night on any other stage 
for at least a thousand miles around.
The vocalists included two o f  Professor L ester’s students: 
his daughter, Joanna Lester ’63, who sings leading roles in 
opera and musical theater in the United States and Europe, 
and Nancy Senechal ’69, who sang professionally in 
musical theater here and abroad before com ing back to her 
hometown where she is now broker-owner o f  93 Realtors 
in Missoula.
The audience was thrilled by their professionally 
polished, show-stopping numbers—and captivated, too, by 
singers Tim Campbell ’79 o f Missoula and Patricia Britton 
’83 o f  Great Falls, who have sung leads in many 
productions at UM and elsewhere. A lso earning the 
approval o f the assembly was tenor Greg Devlin ’71 o f 
Missoula. Rob Quist ’71 o f  Cut Bank won applause with 
some stirring blue-grass guitar and vocals.
Rounding out the entertainment was Mark Staples ’71, 
whose Butte origins account for his now being a comedian. 
He already was a songwriter, with several jingles for 
commercials to his credit, a singer and a pianist—but when 
he was introduced by mistake as a comedian at a concert in 
Los Angeles, he instantly became one. “I was a bit thrown
Alumni Night headliners Patricia Britton, Joanna Lester, 
John Lester and Nancy Senechal are joined in song by emcee 
Dick Solberg.
off,” he said, ‘‘but feeling the show must go  on and there 
being no piano, I did 45 minutes o f  stories about Butte, 
pulled if o ff rather well, and a new career was born.” All 
signs point to its being a successful one. When he was in 
Missoula, he reported he was booked for an appearance on 
the Late Night with David Letterman show. In still another 
o f  his careers, he practices law in Conrad.
Emcee Dick Solberg ’54 also demonstrated the potential 
for another career. It was apparent that if he were ever to 
tire o f  the associate academic vice president business, he 
could make it in show business. Wearing a beaver hat o f 
wondrous proportions, presumably borrowed for the 
occasion from the Mad Hatter, he delivered one-liners at a 
clip Bob Hope might envy and kept the proceedings 
perking along at a lively pace.
Honored guest John Lester had already proved that his 
career could take on a new dimension after ‘‘retirement.” 
He has continued to add to his reputation as a voice coach 
with his work with singers in the United States and 
Europe. Silver-haired and ramrod straight at 84, Professor 
Lester characteristically acknowledged the tribute paid him 
by crediting the quality o f UM students for his success in 
producing winners. The moment took me back to my first 
impression o f  him as a dashing Figure fresh to the campus 
from the concert halls o f  New York and Europe. Later, I 
worked closely with him when he was acting dean o f  the 
School o f Fine Arts in the early 1970s and learned that he 
was also a dedicated teacher, a devoted family man and the 
very embodiment o f the old-fashioned American virtues he 
had absorbed as a boy grow ing up in Texas.
That moment was one o f  many on Alumni Night that 
recollected in tranquillity bring a rush o f pride in the 
University. It is good for alums to get together at 
commencement time. A tradition has been bom.
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BookReview
Dorothy Johnson in her office at the 
{JM School o f Journalism in the 
mid-1960s.
The Years and the Wind and the Rain, a biography of Dorothy 
M. Johnson. By Steve Smith. Foreword by A. B. Guthrie Jr. 
Pictorial Histories Publishing Company, Missoula, Montana, 
illustrated, $12.95.
By Virginia Weisel Johnson
A l  good biographer creates characters as real as life, 
which Steve Smith has succeeded in doing in The Years 
and the Wind and the Rain, his account o f  Dorothy M. 
Johnson. Whitefish, Montana, is D orothy’s hometown and 
the early West is the background o f  most o f  her stories. As 
she once commented, she felt comfortable in the nineteenth 
century. Due to her meticulous research and understanding 
o f the period, we have such stories as “The Hanging 
T ree,’’ “A Man Called H orse’’ and many others as well as 
books such as The B loody Bozeman and Buffalo Woman. 
Dorothy’s plots are never contrived; her characters are 
drawn with compassion and yet with the sharp realism o f  a 
Huffman photo.
Dorothy was fortunate to attend the University o f 
Montana when H. G. Merriam was editing The Frontier 
magazine, which did so much to encourage western 
writers. Already, Dorothy was determined that she would 
become an author. However, it was not easy. After 
graduation, Dorothy went to Wisconsin and then to New 
York, where she was an editor at the Gregg Publishing 
Company. At night, she wrote and in the mail received 
rejection slips that might have discouraged a lesser person 
than Dorothy Johnson. She continued writing until she was 
finally accepted by the Saturday Evening Post. From then 
on, her career was assured, but Miss Johnson felt she and 
her mother, who lived with her, would be happier in 
Montana than in New York, so she took a position in the 
Journalism School at the University o f Montana. One 
course she taught was magazine writing, which was 
popular because Miss Johnson was not only an excellent 
instructor but she was also highly entertaining. An addition 
to Smith’s book includes many o f  the hints Miss Johnson 
gave to would-be writers in her class.
Steve Smith is to be congratulated on giving us this 
portrait o f  a feisty, independent woman with a wonderful 
sense o f humor—small in stature but big in courage.
Steve Smith, B.A. '65, journalism, M.A. '69, journalism, is a 
genera! assignment reporter/columnist with the Missoulian. He 
was an assistant professor o f journalism at DM in 1970-71. 
Virginia Weisel Johnson, x ’32, is a native o f Missoula and an 
established Montana author. She serves on the board o f directors 
o f the Friends o f the Mansfield Library.
fgcellenco
Excellence is attainable.
For years the University of Montana has 
honored that belief. We strive for excellence in 
education, among our students and through our 
teachers.
The Excellence Fund is an essential part of that 
belief. Unrestricted contributions you give to the 
Fund support academic scholarships, faculty 
development and alumni programs. Areas such 
as the Mansfield Library, Marching Band and 
telecommunications program are all assisted by 
undesignated contributions.
This year, more than ever, the Excellence Fund 
needs contributions which are not earmarked for 
specific areas or programs. Undesignated gifts 
allow the University much needea budgetary 
flexibility, and we are more convinced than ever 
before that unrestricted support is a positive 
resource for the UM.
Excellence is attainable—with your help.
We believe that today, as we have for nearly 
100 years. One might say it has become a tradi­
tion with us. A tradition of excellence.
UM Foundation 
University of Montana 
600 University Avenue 
Missoula, MT 59812
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A foundation 
of excellence
by William Scott Brown
TA  here is a saying among fund-raisers that goes like this: 
“No great public university has attained greatness without 
private support.”
Whether or not that is true, it is certainly true that the 
University o f  Montana would not be the quality institution 
it is today were it not for the UM Foundation. Yet few 
among the University’s alumni and friends know much 
about the Foundation, what it is and the increasingly 
important work it has done, quietly but well, for the past 
thirty-three years.
What the Foundation does is raise money—private 
money—for the University. That money gives, and has 
given, the University a flexibility and an ability to innovate 
and to seize the opportunities o f the moment it would lack 
were state funds the only resource available.
A recent example occurred in 1981. The Milwaukee 
Railroad ended its operations in Montana and began selling 
its right-of-way, including the narrow strip o f land between 
the campus and the Clark Fork River. Access to the 
undeveloped riverfront has always added immeasurably to 
the attractiveness o f the campus, but because the 
development potential o f  this land was enormous, the 
University faced the prospect o f a motel, apartments or an 
office building springing up between it and the river.
An anonymous group o f private businessmen, who 
believed that open riverfront was as valuable to Missoula 
as to the University, bought the land and offered to hold it 
until the University could purchase it. But the wheels o f 
state government turn slowly, very slowly when the 
Legislature meets only every other year, and these Good 
Samaritans were forced by burdensome interest payments to 
set a deadline for University purchase that fell before the 
Legislature would meet.
Into the breach stepped the Foundation, which purchased 
the land and held it until the state could appropriate funds 
to buy it for the University. Today the University and 
Missoula enjoy a green and open riverfront. Yet few know 
o f  or remember the Foundation’s timely and crucial 
intervention.
UM came late to the business o f private fund raising. 
Private universities have always been heavily dependent on 
the loyalty and largess o f  their alumni and made a fine art 
o f raising money. Even many public universities in more 
populous regions had successfully been supplementing the 
austere budgets provided by frugal legislators, when in 
1952, nine members o f  the UM Alumni Association 
gathered in Bigfork to form the Endowment Foundation 
(“Endowment” was dropped from the name in 1964).
The Foundation started out with a bank account o f just
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over $4,000, most o f  which had com e from a special $1 
addition to Alumni Association dues and a solicitation from 
President McFarland asking for donations from Association 
life members.
From that humble and not-too-distant beginning the 
Foundation has grown at an accelerating rate. Today it 
brings in nearly $3 million annually, including a quarter o f 
a million dollars from the Excellence Fund, the annual 
campaign begun in 1979. In all, the Foundation controls 
assets o f  $6 million and administers $2.4 million in 
scholarship funds.
But more impressive than the amounts o f  money 
provided by the Foundation is what that money has done. 
The Foundation secured the $850,000 gift from the 
Fleischman Foundation that built the Schoonover 
Freshwater Research Lab at Yellow Bay, a facility that 
ranks among the finest in the world. The Foundation 
secured the gifts that built the $683,000 Forestry Research 
Center at Lubrecht, giving field researchers ready access to 
state-of-the-art lab equipment and computer facilities. The 
Foundation coordinated the successful $1.1 million 
campaign to complete the new Center for Performing Arts 
and Radio/Television.
Excellence Fund projects include reviving the UM 
Marching Band, funding faculty research, and underwriting 
the costs o f launching a Night School and preparing for 
new general education requirements that take effect this 
fall. It is hard to think o f  a major development or 
innovation at the University in the last few years that has 
not benefited directly and significantly from the work o f 
the Foundation.
So what is the Foundation? On a day-to-day basis it is 
Executive Director Bill Zader and his staff working out o f 
a small house on Arthur Avenue at the foot o f  the Oval.
But the soul o f  the Foundation is its board, thirty-three 
men and women from across the country who gather twice 
a year in Missoula to set policy for the Foundation and 
direct its affairs. The Foundation Board comprises a 
distinguished group o f business and community leaders. 
Some are alumni; others are not, but all are volunteers, 
who serve three-year terms, and whether they hail from 
Glendive, New York or Denver, they share a common 
concern for Montana and the future o f its University.
As to the future o f  the Foundation, the immediate past 
probably gives the best preview. The number o f  alumni 
contributing to the University has increased fivefold in only 
three years, attributable largely to a series o f  phonathons 
held in Missoula and other cities in Montana and the 
Northwest. In the five-year history o f  the Excellence Fund, 
it has grown from a modest, largely local effort raising 
$75,000 from about 100 donors to a national $250,000 
effort with 4,500 donors. While it took twenty-six years for 
giving to the University to reach $1 million a year, it took 
only three more years for giving to top $3 million 
annually.
This success has not gone unnoticed by the Foundation.
In June 1983 the Foundation retained Brakely, John
Price Jones to study the feasibility o f  the 
Foundation undertaking a first-ever 
capital fund-raising effort on behalf o f 
the University.
Such a campaign would be aimed at 
funding major long-term needs o f  the 
University for perhaps the next decade.
It would include efforts to endow or 
partially endow faculty positions so UM 
could continue to attract nationally 
outstanding teachers and scholars. It 
would seek to provide endowments to 
support the work o f  such centers o f 
excellence as the B iological Station at 
Yellow Bay, the Montana Repertory 
Theatre and the Bureau o f  Business and 
Econom ic Research. It would generate 
funds for merit scholarships so UM can 
continue to attract the finest students 
from Montana and the region. It would 
seek to endow the future operation o f  the 
Foundation. And it would seek funds for 
a new on-campus football stadium to 
replace the aging and inadequate 
Dornblaser Field, which since 1968 has 
been located a mile from campus.
The Brakeley, John Price Jones study 
was very encouraging, and the 
Foundation Board, with the approval o f 
UM President Neil Bucklew, decided to 
proceed. Since last fall a steering 
committee, composed o f  Foundation 
Board members and other strong 
supporters o f  the University, has worked 
intensively with the Foundation staff and 
the University administration, planning 
the largest fund-raising effort ever 
undertaken by the University. That work 
is nearly complete, and the official 
beginning o f  a large-scale campaign—one 
that will reach out to every alumnus and 
friend o f  the University—should be 
announced before the first o f  the year.
Clearly the Foundation is not content 
to rest on its past accomplishments. In 
thirty years it has grown from strength 
to strength, its growth and success 
paralleling the growth o f the University 
o f  Montana into a modern 
comprehensive university, known and 
respected throughout the nation. The 
irony is that throughout this process the 
Foundation, which has contributed so 
much to the University’s excellence, has 
remained relatively anonymous. It seems 
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Larry Fauque explains the operation o f a model V8 engine to Nick Kimmet, a senior. Virginia Vickers Braun
Small-town students win big-time awards
Science program puts Sunburst on the map
by Deborah Reno
“When are you com ing back to work on the farm?” 
Larry Fauque’s father used to ask.
After twenty years o f teaching, it looks like Larry never 
will.
Fauque teaches science to the eighty or so students at 
North Toole County High School in Sunburst, a small 
community in north-central Montana. Under his direction, 
the science department at NTCHS has become known as 
one o f  the top six in the nation. Since 1976, NTCHS 
students have won one or both o f the Grand Awards at the 
annual State Science Fair. And in 1980 one o f  his students, 
Jenae Bunyak, was among the forty high school students 
selected in the nationwide Westinghouse Science Talent 
Search.
But his students are not the only ones to win awards. 
Fauque himself has won at least thirteen local, state and 
national awards, including a Certificate o f Recognition 
from the Thomas Alva Edison Foundation and a Certificate 
o f  Excellence from the National Science Teachers 
Association. And in May 1983 he appeared on the Today 
Show to talk about the reasons his students excel in 
science.
“I’m interested in personal growth, not awards,” he 
says. “We teach these kids how to think, how to problem- 
solve. Winning an award is just icing on the cake.”
That’s just the kind o f thing he used to say back in 1975, 
before all the awards, when I was a student in his 
sophomore biology class. The grades we got weren’t all 
that important to him; it was the learning process that 
mattered.
I was surprised that Larry should remember me from so
Alumni Profile
long ago, but he certainly did. It’s partly that sort o f 
caring—caring enough to remember individual faces—that 
makes him and his classes so popular with the students.
When I was in his class, Larry seemed to teach biology 
in such a way that we never even realized how much we 
were learning.
“You know, I never did any student teaching,” he says. 
“I got a provisional certificate without it. But I guess that
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Virginia Vickers BraunNorth Toole County High School in Sunburst, Montana.
wasn’t all bad, because I had a chance to develop my own 
methods o f  teaching.”
So to teach about cells, he had my study group make a 
“cell cake” using licorice ropes and icing to represent all 
the different cell structures. For anatomy, a skeleton named 
Ethel served as our model and instructor. In the lab, we 
studied life in action; there were always hamsters, tropical 
Fish, white m ice—and a big green parrot winging around 
the room.
Larry was raised on a farm just outside Sunburst, where 
his mother and brother Randy still live. He graduated from 
NTCHS in 1960, and went on to study biology and 
chemistry at the C ollege o f Great Falls. He got his 
master’s in biology teaching from the University o f 
Montana in 1972. Although he excels at teaching, he didn’t 
always want to be a science teacher.
“I wanted to be a doctor,” he says. “But after seeing 
what a friend o f  mine went through at med school, I 
decided I just didn’t want all that hassle. And then I got 
married, and o f  course that meant more financial 
responsibility.”
So he turned his energies to teaching. He taught science 
at Hingham High School until 1969, when he came back to 
NTCHS.
When Paul Schrammeck, the superintendent, asked me if 
I'd be interested in teaching here, I decided to com e 
home,” he says.
In Hingham Larry had become interested in helping 
students perform scientific research. After his return to 
Sunburst, he began developing an interdisciplinary program 
to help students design and complete research projects on 
their own, with the idea o f  exhibiting the projects at the 
State Science Fair. The program he developed is called 
Individualized Science Investigations (ISI). It is now being 
used by other school districts, and Fauque is trying to get a 
syllabus published.
ISI’s success can be shown by the number o f  awards its 
students have won at science fairs in past years. The 1984 
Science Fair was typical: all eleven ISI students who 
exhibited their projects brought home at least a second- 
place ribbon in their divisions, and ten o f  them won other 
awards as well. In addition, three o f  the five best exhibits 
belonged to ISI students.
“The reason for the program’s success is that Mr.
Fauque trusts us and gives us an opportunity to excel,” 
says Peter Stolz. Stolz won a UM Foundation scholarship 
at the 1984 Science Fair, as well as other awards. “We 
have an open lab policy here. You can work on your
project ’til 1 a.m. if  you want to.”
“It’s not that these kids are any brighter than other 
kids,” adds Fauque. “But we have a program that works, 
and success seems to beget success.”
Soltz agrees. “There’s an attitude here,” he says. 
“Everyone wants to be the next Jenae Bunyak.” Bunyak 
was the Grand Award winner at the Science Fair in both 
1979 and 1980, before she was chosen in the Westinghouse 
talent search.
ISI students spend their time researching topics o f  their 
own choice. Each student must develop a concept, perform 
the experiments and interpret the results. T o get extra help, 
students can take “mini-courses” in botany, zoology, 
genetics or m icrobiology. Once his project is completed, a 
student writes up the results and builds a display to explain 
what it accomplished. If he chooses, he can then display it 
at the State Science Fair held in Missoula each year.
But the students learn more from their projects than 
science concepts. In the Today Show  segment, Fauque 
explained that he wasn’t trying to make his students into 
miniature scientists.
“They’re doing student research, and that’s different 
from professional research,” he says.
T o complete and display their projects, the students must 
learn grammar, art and construction skills—and patience. It 
takes an entire year to complete a project, and they have to 
work on the same one for the whole time.
“The program is designed to give them a lot o f  different 
experiences and to tie everything together in the one 
project that they design, carry out and complete,” Larry 
explains.
The students who win Grand Awards at the State Fair go  
on to the International Science and Engineering (ISE) Fair, 
where they compete with other top high school students 
from the United States and foreign countries. Even at this 
level the Sunburst students do well. Every one o f  NTCHS’s 
Grand Award winners has gone on to win an award at the 
ISE Fair.
“Considering that the competition is so tough, that’s a 
remarkable achievement,” says Len Porter, director o f  the 
Montana State Science Fair. “The quality o f  the work that 
shows up at ISE competitions is very high. These kids are 
making a real contribution.”
Deborah Reno graduated from  NTCHS in 1977 as 
valedictorian o f  her class. An English major, she graduated 
from  UM in 1984 with high honors and a m inor in French. 
She was the editorial assistant fo r  the Montanan last year.
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Distinguished graduates to be honored
A t  Homecoming this year, the following graduates will receive the 
highest awards presented by the UM Alumni Association. Receiving 
the Distinguished Alumnus Award for outstanding service to the 
University, state or nation are: A.B. Guthrie Jr., ’23, of Choteau; 
brothers Theodore James, J.D. ’43, and William D. “Scotty” James, 
’41, of Great Falls; George B. Schotte, ’30, of Butte; and Herbert J. 
York, ’50, of St. Ignatius.
Receiving the Young Alumnus Award for professional achievement 
or service to the University are Donna Kay Yorton Davis, ’74, of 
Poison, and Bruce M. Whitehead, ’70, of Missoula.
A.B. “Bud” Guthrie 
Bud is a 1923 graduate in journalism and M ontana’s 
“novelist laureate.” He continues to write and is working 
on another book. In 1950 he received the Pulitzer Prize for 
his 1949 book, The Way West. The B ig 
Sky, another o f his novels, inspired 
M ontana’s symbolic name, “The Big 
Sky.”
Born in Indiana in 1901, Guthrie came 
to Choteau at age 6 when his father 
accepted the position o f  principal o f 
Teton County Free High School.
Guthrie’s father also owned and edited 
the Acantha, the Choteau newspaper, where young Bud 
later served as a “printer’s devil.”
After graduating from UM, Bud worked his way around 
the country as a ranch hand, salesman, office worker and 
Forest Service census taker. He eventually landed a job  on 
the Lexington (Ky.) Leader, where, over a period o f 
twenty-one years, he worked his way up from cub reporter 
to executive editor.
UM awarded Bud an honorary doctor o f literature degree 
in 1949. In 1982 he received the Montana Arts Council 
G overnor’s Award for Distinguished Achievement in the 
Arts.
Donna Kay Yorton Davis 
A self-described “Jill o f many trades,” Donna is a 
lawyer, faculty adjunct in English and humanities at 
Flathead Valley Community College, a writer, painter and 
public service worker.
Bom  in Anaconda, she graduated from 
UM in 1974 in philosophy with honors. 
She was a teaching assistant in 
philosophy and humanities at Boise State 
University before returning to UM, 
where she earned a law degree in 1978. 
While an undergraduate, she was elected 
to Phi Kappa Phi, the University’s 
scholastic honorary, and was tapped for Mortar Board. In 
law school, she was president o f  the W omen’s Law Caucus
and editor o f  the Law Review. She has also served as a 
clerk for the Montana Supreme Court.
“I devote a lot o f  time to public service work, which I 
believe is necessary to discharge the duties and 
responsibilities o f  living in the human community,” says 
Donna. She is an active member o f  the Lake County 
Planning board, serves as a director o f the Flathead 
Lakers, a non-profit corporation dedicated to preserving the 
quality o f Flathead Lake, and chairs the Family Planning 
Advisory Board for Lake County.
She and her husband, Russell Davis, ’74, designed and 
built their own passive-solar house in Poison.
Theodore James 
Ted was born in Sand Coulee in 1918 and graduated 
from UM Law School in 1943.
in the James, Gray and McCafferty law 
firm in Great Falls.
Active in political and civic affairs, 
Ted was lieutenant governor from 1964 
to 1968, president o f the Montana State 
Senate in 1964 and 1968 and a candidate 
for governor in 1968. He served two 
terms as Cascade County attorney from 
1950 to 1954.
He has been appointed to many 
government offices, including the Boxing Commission, 
Board o f Pardons and Parole, Montana State Highway 
Commission, State Advertising Board, State Board o f Bar 
Examiners and the Accreditation o f  Law Schools 
Committee for the American Bar Association. He was 
chairman o f the G overnor’s Blue Ribbon Commission on 
Post-Secondary Education and chairman o f the Board o f 
Regents for the Montana University System from 1973 to 
1982.
He is married to the former Lois Davenport and has two 
sons, a daughter, a stepson and a stepdaughter.
W illiam D. “Scotty” James 
A native Montanan, Scotty was born in 1915 and grew 
up in the Stockett-Sand Coulee area near Great Falls. He 
majored in journalism at UM and served as editor o f the 
Montana Kaimin. After graduating in 
1941, he worked as a reporter for the 
Helena Independent, the Minot (N.D.) 
Daily News and the Helena Record- 
Herald. He was a staff sergeant in the 
Army Air Corps during World War II.
After the war, he worked for the 
Lewistown Democrat News and the Salt 
Lake Tribune before joining the staff o f
He is a partner
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the Great Falls Tribune in 1947. Starting in 1951, he spent 
fourteen years as a stringer for The New York Times and 
Time, Inc., which publishes Time, Life, Fortune and Sports 
Illustrated.
At the Tribune he worked as a reporter, Sunday editor, 
city editor, editorial editor and in 1968 was named 
executive editor. A specialist in editorial writing and 
political interviewing, he is greatly admired as a perceptive 
commentator on Montana and national issues, developments 
and problems. From 1974 until his retirement in July 1983, 
he was vice president and editor o f  the company.
Active in professional and civic organizations, he served 
as president o f  the Montana Associated Press Editors in 
1974, and in 1978 he was among fifty journalists selected 
as Pulitzer Prize jurors. He was a member o f  the White 
House Conference on Aging and has been director o f  the 
Great Falls Chamber Commerce, director o f  the Great 
Falls Federal Savings and Loan Association and a member 
o f  the President’s Advisory Committee for the College o f 
Great Falls.
He is married to the former Loretto Charlotte German, 
x’44, o f  Chinook.
G eorge Balthaser Schotte
A longtime Butte businessman and former state senator, 
G eorge owned and operated Gamer’s Confectionery and 
Bakery and the Butte Motor Company for over twenty 
years. He also operated a construction 
company for thirteen years.
Born in 1904 in Helena. George 
graduated from UM in 1930 with a B.A. 
in accounting and economics. He holds a 
master’s degree in business 
administration from Harvard, is an 
honorary alumnus o f  Montana Tech and 
received an honorary doctorate o f 
humane letters from Carroll College in June.
George was chairman o f  five legislative interim highway 
committees. He helped get Interstate 90 routed through 
Butte and helped enact legislation establishing the Montana 
Interstate Highway System.
He was a state senator in 1967. He was a member o f  the 
Blue Ribbon Commission for Higher Education and was 
instrumental in keeping Montana Tech a major unit o f  the 
University System.
For nearly fifty years George served on the board for 
Montana Children’s Home and Shodair Hospital. He has 
been an officer and member o f  numerous civic 
organizations including the Chamber o f  Commerce, Butte 
Rotary Club, Elks, Y.M.C.A., Silver-Bow Humane Society 
and Butte Symphony Board. This summer he was grand 
marshal o f  Butte’s Fourth o f  July parade.
He has been married to the former Jennie Tufte for 43 
years.
Bruce M. Whitehead
Bruce earned a B.A. in political science and history in 
1970, a master’s in public administration in 1971 and a 
doctorate in education in 1980. He is principal o f  Missoula 
School District #4 and has distinguished 
himself in the field o f  education.
An educational consultant, he has been 
a visiting assistant professor in the UM 
School o f  Education and a guest lecturer 
at Western Montana College. He is the 
author o f  three books on teaching: 
Montana Bound: An Activity Approach to 
Teaching Montana H istory; The Practical 
Side o f  Humanistic Teaching, and Challenges and Changes 
in Teaching.
Listed in W ho’s Who in the West, he has won the John 
F. Kennedy Center o f  the Performing Arts Award, Walter 
Amers Scholarship Award, Ernest Thomas Seaton 
Leadership Award and American Legion Citizenship 
Award.
He is married to the former Charlotte Stockard, *71.
Herbert John York
In 1983 Herb was one o f  fifty-two science teachers in the 
nation selected to receive the Presidential award for 
Excellence in Teaching Science. The Award included 
$5,000 in cash to his science 
department and over $5,000 in gifts and 
an expense-paid trip for him and his 
wife to Washington, D.C., to receive the 
award from President Reagan.
Herb was born in Miles City in 1926 
and has distinguished himself as a 
science teacher at St. Ignatius High 
School for the past thirty-one years. A 
1950 UM graduate, he holds master’s degrees or the 
equivalent from UM, the University o f  Wyoming and New 
M exico Highlands University and has done post-master’s 
work at UM, the University o f  Kansas, University o f 
California at Berkeley and Utah State University. He 
served in the U.S. Air Force from 1944 to 1946.
From 1958 through 1969 he received eleven National 
Science Foundation grants and five NSF or National 
Defense Education Award grants for workshops in science 
education or counseling. In 1969 he was cited by the 
National Association o f Physicists for his outstanding 
physics course. In 1978 the UM Chemistry Department 
honored him with an award for his dedication to teaching 
chemistry, and in 1982 the National Association o f  Biology 
Teachers named him Montana Outstanding Biology 
Teacher.
Last year he won two awards for excellence in teaching 
science, including one from the National Science 
Foundation.
He and his wife, Merle, have four children, all o f  whom 
have attended UM. Three o f  their children are teachers.
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Alumni
News
Alumni staff members Jon Flies, Sheila Steams, 
Vivian Heltemes, Ardice Steinbrenner and Amy 
True enjoyed your responses to the alumni survey. 
Jon, far right, was inundated with replies.
Virginia Vickers Braun I irginia I Ickers Braun
Dear Alumni and Friends,
Thank you for your tremendous response to the Alumni 
Biographical Survey. The staff o f  the Alumni Center and 
the Computer Center have devoted many hours to its 
preparation and compilation. They are gratified by the 
cooperation and interest expressed by so many o f  you.
Please be patient with us regarding address corrections. 
We were simply unable to enter all the changes in the 
computer before the deadline for this issue.
With spring commencement on June 12 we welcomed 
nearly 2,000 new members to the rolls o f the University o f 
Montana Alumni Association. New members will soon 
receive copies o f the survey, in time for the drawing for 
the trip to Mexico, a part o f our alumni travel program. 
This is the first issue o f the Montanan for the new 
graduates. We hope you will enjoy it, and will advise us o f 
your activities for Classnotes.
We recently mailed the Alumni Association dues 
statements for the 1984-85 fiscal year. The dues are $25 
for individual memberships, and $35 for couples. Life 
memberships are $250 for individuals and $350 for 
couples. We are not necessarily favoring marriage with 
these rates. Only one copy o f our publications is sent to 
couples, so two can read as cheaply as one.
Being an alumnus/a entitles you to many benefits in 
addition to the Montanan subscription:
Reunions and social gatherings 
Career and Placement Services 
Alumni travel programs
Continuing education programs, such as Alumni College 
Low-cost life insurance programs
Your dues help maintain and enhance the services we 
provide to our members. Our dues also support the services 
that the Association, in turn, provides to the University. If 
you inadvertently misplaced your dues statement, please 
clip the coupon below and take this opportunity to jo in  us!
Last May I had the pleasure o f attending alumni 
gatherings from coast to coast, in New York City and San 
Diego. Don Fordyce, chairman o f the board o f  Manhattan 
National Corporation and a member o f the board o f 
directors o f the UM Foundation, arranged for an alumni 
reception in honor o f President Neil S. Bucklew at the 
University Club in downtown Manhattan. Over one
hundred guests attended, including Gene Kallgren, ’50, 
Joanna Lester, ’63, Kim Simmons, ’78, Dick Riddle, ’58, 
and Ken Byerly, ’56. Special thanks to Jim and Sondra 
Phelan for being my hosts while I was there.
Later in May a wonderful group in San D iego organized 
i reunion dinner at the Admiral Kidd O fficer’s Club. Mike 
Easton, Vice-President for University Relations, presented 
a brief program with slides about the University. Bruce 
Jelinek, ’61, and Paul Caine, ’56, planned every detail, 
including a wide array o f  prizes for the drawing after 
dessert. Bruce and Paul say it was only coincidence that 
most o f the prizewinners were Miles City natives. I have 
my doubts.
Gretchen Van Cleve Abbott, ’23, and 1983 recipient o f 
the Distinguished Alumni Award, won a distinctive Grizzly 
cowboy hat made o f suede and bedecked with feathers. No 
doubt she will wear it with pride. Other Distinguished 
Alumnus Award winners present included Dr. Ernest Lake, 
’29, o f Laguna Beach and Rear Admiral Horace “Red” 
Warden, ’33, o f San Diego. Paul Caine’s son, a student at 
San D iego State, wore the Grizzly Bear costume I brought 
from Missoula. Sean deserves to be an honorary alumnus 
for sweltering in that costume throughout the cocktail 
party.
If any o f you would like to plan a University o f Montana 
reunion in your area, please let us know. We can help.
In turn, we ask you to help us. This year, under the 
leadership o f  President Jean’ne Shreeve, ’53, the Board o f 
Directors and the House o f Delegates o f the Alumni 
Association will plan additional ways that alumni can help 
promote the University. We need to spread the word that it 
is, more than ever, a fine liberal arts university which 
measures up to the mountains that surround it. Send us 
your ideas for telling our story!
Sheila MacDonald Stearns
A l.l M M  ASSOC IA I ION 
I nitcrsity o f M ontana
MKsoula. M l 59X02 (40*) 24.1-5212
If you haven't paid your dues, please do? (D ues year: July I. I9K4-Junc JO. 19X5)
NAM I: _______________________________________________________________________ _
ADDKI SS ______________________________________________________ -
SPO IISI:'S  \ A M I ______________________________________________________________________________ > I AK
Individual Annual M em bersh ip ........................................ 525.00 Husband and Wile Annual Membership 5*5 no
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Classnotes
20s
David Maclay ’28 has had a long 
career in business as well as ranching.
This includes negotiating timber for large 
concerns, working as a biologist and 
managing rental units. “I now enjoy 
certain security and hope to stay in out of 
the weather indefinitely.” He and his 
wife, Frances Hughes Maclay x’31, 
reside in Missoula.
Sallie Sinclair Maclay Brutto '29 has 
published a book of poetry, What News 
from the Pleiades, and has dedicated it to 
H. G. Merriam, professor o f English at 
UM from 1919 through 1954. She and her 
husband, Frank '29, live in Hamilton.
C. D. Hughes '29 writes that “Larry
Whatever happened to this gate? The picture 
was taken in 1924.
Sweetman '29 and I get together often 
and tell lies to each other about the good 
times at the ‘U’ of Montana in the 1920s. 
Shades of Prof. Scheuch and his tough 
German class.” C.D. is a retired 
newspaper publisher-editor and still active 
as a writer. He writes a consumer’s 
advocate column, “Best Money Saving 
Tips—Plus,” for the Vista (Calif.) Press. 
He and Larry would appreciate hearing 
from any of their old classmates. Write 
them at Box 734 Nob Hill Circle, Vista, 
CA, 92083.
’30s
Robert Hendon '31, LL.B. '34 has 
retired as a director of the Manhattan 
National Corporation o f New York City 
and the Manhattan Life Insurance 
■Company, a Manhattan National 
subsidiary. Through the years, Mr. 
Hendon has served with the FBI, the 
Railway Express Agency, Mathieson 
Chemical Company and Consolidated 
Freight ways. A trustee and former 
president of the UM Foundation, he is 
married to the former Ruth Perham x'36 
and resides in Nashville, Tenn.
Michael “Mack” Monaco ’31, M.A. 
‘34 has retired after forty-five years of 
teaching. Most recently, he held a math
professorship at City College o f San 
Francisco and the University of San 
Francisco. He resides in Bethel Island, 
Calif.
George H. Bovingdon '32, LL.B. '33, 
and his wife, Ivarose Geil Bovington 
x’29, celebrated their 53rd wedding 
anniversary in December. This September, 
George is scheduled to receive a special 
award in appreciation for fifty years of 
service to the Washington State Bar 
Association at the association’s annual 
meeting.
Idella Kennedy ’32 is a retired teacher 
living in Sacramento. She studies art 
history and frequently does art reviews for 
a weekly newspaper.
D. J. Shults ’33 has established college 
scholarships for Adams County, N.D., 
high school students through the North 
Dakota Press Association Education 
Foundation. He resides in Hettinger, N.D.
Marguerite Colliton ’34 has retired 
after forty-one years of teaching, the last 
fourteen in the Highline District in Seattle. 
She is “enjoying retirement, loves having 
time for travel, reading, gardening and 
visiting friends.”
Alberta Wilcox Hubbard ’35 lives in 
Shelby. “I still miss my hometown, 
Missoula.” Two sons, John ’60 and 
Charles ’66, graduated from UM.
Robert K. Johnson ’37, Tucson, Ariz., 
has retired following a forty-five-year 
career, mostly in the library field. In 
1964, he was named the university 
librarian at the University of Arizona, 
Tucson, and was instrumental in
These gals were members o f the Grizzly Band 
in 1938. Can you identify them?
establishing the Graduate Library School 
in 1969. In 1979 he became the director 
of individual studies in the Library School 
and retired last year as professor emeritus. 
He was awarded the Distinguished 
Alumnus citation from the University o f 
Washington School of Librarianship in 
1973.
Paul A. Johnson ’38 has retired as 
chairman of the board of United Savings
Bank in Great Falls. He went to work for 
that institution, then called the Mountain 
State Building, in June 1939 and served as 
president from 1960 to 1980.
’40s
Frank J. Davis ’40, executive secretary 
of the Montana Pharmaceutical
We think this must have been taken on Aber 
Day way back when.
Association, is the 1984 recipient of the 
“Bowl o f Hygeia.” The Bowl of Hygeia 
is an international symbol of pharmacy 
and is derived from Greek mythology.
Mr. Davis lives in Great Falls.
Dan Nelson ’40, Kalispell, retired from 
the National Park Service in 1970 
following thirty-one years o f service.
James R. Browning LL.B. ’41, chief 
judge of the U.S. Court o f Appeals for 
the 9th Circuit, received the American 
Judicature Society’s Herbert Harley 
Award for improving the administration of 
justice. Under his leadership, the 9th 
Circuit was brought into the electronic 
age. He and his wife, the former Mary 
Rose Chappellu ’41, reside in Mill 
Valley, Calif.
Grace Wrigley Krantz ’42 has returned 
to college to study music. She has twenty 
grandchildren and lives in Cottage Grove, 
Ore.
Gail Rounce deStwolinski ’43 has 
retired as professor of music at the 
University o f Oklahoma, Norman, after 
thirty-eight years on the faculty. She has 
chaired the Theory Department and 
written a text on musical forms. Dr. 
deStwolinski will continue research work 
at the university.
Jeanne Gordon Gillette ’44,
Sunnyvale, Calif., had an article published 
in the April/May 1984 issue of British 
Heritage. Jeanne has worked for the 
Cupertino School District in California 
and written articles for publications such 
as Travel & Leisure, The Toronto Star, 
Woman’s World, Catholic Life and 
Vancouver Sun. Her fields o f special
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interest include India, Western History,
Sri Lanka and the Civil War.
Fred Henningsen ’46, holder of the 
longest teaching record of any actively 
serving faculty member, has retired after 
thirty-eight years at UM. A longtime 
champion of faculty benefits and a 
dedicated professor, Henningsen received 
the Robert Pantzer Award at Homecoming 
last fall for outstanding contributions to 
the University. President Neil Bucklew 
said, “I think of Fred as an individual 
who epitomizes what service to a 
university and a community means. He 
has given his time unselfishly for the 
betterment of the University and has taken 
a personal role in shaping the future of 
this institution.”
Victor Dikeos ’48, retired U.S. 
diplomat, was named head of the 
Multinational Force and Observers by 
Egypt and Israel. During his thirty-year 
diplomatic career, he served in Hong 
Kong, the Philippines, Poland, Lebanon, 
Mexico and Panama.
’50s
Albert “Jack” King ’50, president of 
the Valley Bank in Kalispell, has been 
named president of the Independent 
Bankers of America.
Richard D. Remington ’52, M.A. ’54 
received an honorary doctorate of science 
from UM at commencement exercises in 
June. Dr. Remington is vice president for 
academic affairs and Distinguished 
Professor of Preventive Medicine and 
Environmental health at the University of 
Iowa. He serves on several national and 
international committees and is especially 
active in the American Public Health 
Association and the American Heart 
Association. He and his wife, Betty
Morrison Remington ’54, reside in 
Coralville, Iowa.
Pasadena, Calif., resident, Robert E. 
Smith ’52 recently received the Medalist 
Award, the highest honor bestowed on a 
member of the American Society of 
Interior Designers on a chapter level. He 
is the designer for Ambassador College 
and has served on the national board of 
ASID.
Jack M. Dollan ’54 is an outdoor 
recreation planner, wilderness and trail 
specialist for the National Park Service.
He planned and constructed a recreation 
trail to the highest point in Texas, 
Guadalupe Mountains National Park, and 
is currently planning and building a 
national recreation trail, the Tanawha 
Trail, in the Blue Ridge Mountains, N.C. 
Jack, his wife, Helen, and their three 
children live in Carlsbad, N.M.
John Schwarz ’55, M.A. ’59, a 
professor at the University of California, 
Fullerton, has published a number of short 
stories and has entered a play in the 
Olympic Arts Festival in Los Angeles this 
summer. His wife, Dorothy Bayley 
Schwarz ’62, is a librarian at Westchester 
High School in Los Angeles.
Sandra Armstrong Branch ’57, M.A. 
’58 teaches high school Spanish and 
English in Booker, Texas.
Arnold Kober ’57 retired from Exxon 
after serving twenty-five years. He now 
has his own business, Arnie’s Exxon One 
Stop, in Missoula. All three o f his 
children attended the University: Vicki 
x’82, Tim  ’82, ’83 and Steve x’83.
Victor W. Baney ’58 is “alive, well 
and living in Sausalito, Calif. I am retired 
from pharmacy and am playing around 
with real estate.”
Robert W. Johnson ’58 has retired 
from the Forest Service following twenty-




in the recent 
Emerald City 
Marathon is George 
G. Bovingdon ’57, 
J.D. ’58. George is 
a Seattle lawyer and 
his wife, Betsy, is 
a language training 
specialist. Their 
son, Gardner, was 
named a 1983 
National Merit 
Scholar at Lakeside 
School and is 
a freshman at 
Princeton.
“I have had twenty-six years of reward 
and good life in Alaska. I travel the whole 
state in my work and have pursued 
photography as a hobby,” reports Harry 
“Buz” Odden ’58, a sales manager for 
Goodyear Tire and Rubber in Anchorage, 
Alaska. Over the years, Buz has been 
awarded several Goodyear sales award 
trips. He and his wife, Marian Glafke 
Odden x’59, celebrated twenty-six years 
of marriage in July. Marian has been 
office manager and controller for a 
wholesale flooring firm for the past three 
years. They have three children.
Ardice Sayre Steinbrenner x’59 is 
employed by your Alumni Association.
Her husband, Bill Steinbrenner ’59 is 
vice president of Shearson-Lehman 
American Express in Missoula. They’re 
looking forward to seeing fellow 
classmates at the Class of ’59 reunion 
during Homecoming this fall. This event 
can only be topped by the birth of their 
first grandchild in February ’85.
’60s
Zena Beth McGlashan ’61, assistant 
professor of journalism at the University 
of North Dakota, Grand Forks, was a 
recipient of the 1984 National Teaching 
Award sponsored by the American Society 
of Newspaper Editors and the Poynter 
Institute for Mass Media Studies. Jerry 
Holloron ’64, M.A. ’65, associate 
professor of journalism at the University 
of Montana, was also a recipient. This 
award honors college journalism teachers 
in the United States and Canada who have 
demonstrated “proven ability in the 
teaching of writing and editing, devotion 
to students, a love for the English 
language and a dedication to teaching its 
proper and creative use.”
Amy Harris Abercrombie ’62 has 
taught elementary school for about sixteen 
years and now teaches remedial reading in
WOULD YOU BELIEVE THE UM HOCKEY TEAM? Members o f the UM Bruins Hockey 
Team, a club sport active in the late ’50s and early ’60s, gathered for a reunion in Red Deer, 
Alberta, in February. The team is probably best remembered for a 22-3 loss to the Czech national 
team, then world champions, just before the 1962 Olympics in Squaw Valley. Their hockey 
record aside, the Bruins never lost a party, and in Red Deer they proved that even twenty years 
later few had lost their youthful form.
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the Athens, Ohio, county schools. She is 
married to Edwin Perkins, a botanist, and 
they have a small organic farm near 
Marshfield, Ohio. They have two 
children.
William Burke ’62 has been appointed 
associate dean for academic administration
Former Montana Governor Tim Babcock 
turned the first shovel for construction o f the 
University Center in October 1966 as Tom 
Behan, ASUM president, and UM President 
Robert Pantzer look on.
in the School of Education at the 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. 
Dr. Burke will be in charge of 
admissions, advising, registration, 
certification and the teacher-education 
program. He is married to the former 
Judy Jo Ulmer ’68, and they have three 
children.
Joseph Blacker ’64, who works for the 
Department o f Defense military 
dependents schools in Italy, has been 
transferred from Naples to the San Vito 
Air Station in Brindisi. He is school 
librarian in the Brindisi Elementary 
School. Cary Burkey Blacker x’83 
teaches governmment and physical 
education at Brindisi High School as well 
as coaching girls’ volleyball and 
basketball.
Lou Garcia ’64 travels around the 
world performing on ships o f the Royal 
Viking Line, Princess Cruises, Holland 
American Cruises and others. In addition, 
he has a long list of credits on Broadway, 
in Las Vegas and on television programs. 
“John Lester gave me the necessary 
. foundation to prepare for the many 
different styles of singing required in the 
world of music, comedy and cabarets. 
Through his training, my voice has 
withstood time.” In 1971 he teamed up 
with Gary Oakes, forming the singing 
team of Oakes and Garcia. When not 
traveling, he resides in Las Vegas.
Isabel Posso Diedrichs ’65 has been 
living in Geneva, Switzerland, for the past 
four years. She has been tutoring French, 
Spanish and English while studying 
German and Italian. Her husband is 
employed by the International Red Cross 
and they have two chidren. “Many
greetings from Switzerland to the 
wonderful Montanans.’’
Andrew Geair ’66 is now with the 
United Nations Development Program in 
Kathmandu, Nepal.
Barry Gough M.A. ’66 is a professor 
of history at Wilfred Laurier University in 
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada. His major 
areas o f teaching include the history of 
Canada, Canadian-American relations, 
military affairs, and Indian history. His 
interests also include the history of the 
British Empire and Commonwealth and 
naval history and oceanic affairs. He has 
published several books and articles on 
these topics.
“Studying recreational developments in 
the forests, national and state parks o f the 
West ensured wide travel in those action- 
packed months in what I consider to be 
one of the loveliest climates and 
landscapes of the world” is how Chris 
Yarrow M.S. ’66 describes his two years 
in Montana. He would like for his family 
to be able to experience the Big Sky 
country with the possibility o f working on 
a dude ranch or in a similar setting. His 
wife, Anne, is an excellent cook, a trained 
conservationist, planner and guide writer. 
Chris is director o f Chris Yarrow and 
Associates, a trade name o f Time-Off 
Properties, Ltd., London, England. They 
have two children and reside in Sussex, 
England.
Paul H. Anderson ’67 has been named 
manager of the Coeur d’Alene Division of 
the Washington Water Power Company.
Vivid .images of the circus and 
contemporary life fill the poetry of 
William Hathaway ’67 in his book, The 
Gymnast o f Inertia. He is currently a 
visiting professor of English at Cornell 
University. His other works include A 
Wilderness o f Monkeys, True Confessions
At a crossroads in the ’60s. We wonder which 
way she went.
and False Romances and Fish, Flesh and 
Fowl.
Rick Graetz x’68 is chief executive 
officer as well as publisher o f Montana 
Magazine Inc. The company publishes 
Montana Magazine, the Montana 
Geographic Series, various Montana books 
and is involved in direct-mail sales.
George Kantz ’68 is employed by 
Weyerhaeuser Corporation and is in 
charge of the end-blue plant in 
Springfield, Ore. George is also the 
executive officer for the Coast Guard 
Reserve Unit at North Bend. He and his 
wife, Peggy, have two children.
Each year the 
Western Heritage 
Committee gives a 
“Wrangler” trophy, 
an honor similar to 
the “Oscar,” to the 
best documentary 
short film depicting 
the great stories of the development of the 
West. Jim Redmond ’68, veteran reporter 
of KMGH-TV, Denver, is the recipient of 
a Wrangler for the 1984 Outstanding 
Western Documentary Film and Television 
Award. The Wrangler awards are bronze 
replicas of a C. M. Russell sculpture. Jim 
and his wife, Diana McKibben ’67, 
reside in Littleton, Colo.
Ruth Boydston ’69, M.Ed. ’76, 
Missoula, has passed the F.C.C. written 
and code test to be licensed as a general- 
class amateur radio operator.
Carolyn Zieg Cunningham ’69 has 
been promoted from managing editor to 
editor of Montana Magazine. She is 
married to William Cunningham ’66,
M. S. ’68, and they l*ve in Helena.
Rescuing students from Grenada during
the invasion was exciting work for Capt. 
Dale Larson ’69. That mission can be 
rivaled only by his new assignment.
Larson, stationed with the Military Airlift 
Command at McGuire Air Force Base,
N. J., has become part of the Air Force 
One and Two crew that jets President 
Reagan, his staff and other dignitaries 
around the world. He has served with the 
Air Force for twelve years.
Mark Thompson ’69 has been named 
director of publications for Montana 
Magazine Inc. He is now responsible for 
all publications produced by Montana 
Magazine including the Montana 
Geographic Series.
’70s
William F. Hickey ’70, director of 
special services for the Anaconda public 
schools, received an Ed.D. from the 
University of Montana in June. His 
doctoral dissertation was “A Comparison 
of Funding Formulas for Financing 
Montana Special Education for
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Handicapped Students in Accordance with 
Equal Opportunity Requirements.” He and 
his wife, Elizabeth, reside in Anaconda.
Michael A. Kilroy ’70, J.D. ’73 is staff 
judge advocate with the 416th Combat 
Support Group at Griffis Air Force Base, 
Rome, N.Y. He recently participated in 
Global Shield 84, coordinated by the Air 
Force Strategic Air Command, which was 
designed to enhance readiness and the 
ability of SAC to carry out orders should 
deterrence fail.
Bernard Stark ’70 is a major in the 
U.S. Air Force stationed at McGuire Air
Remember tie-dyed shirts?
Force Base, N.J. He is working in a 
C-142 Starlifter as a flight examiner. His 
wife, Nancy Fleet Stark ’70, is studying 
piano and doing volunteer work.
Stanley ’71 and Fay Allderice 
Danielsen ’71 reside in Mount Laurel,
N.J. Major Danielsen has completed air 
command and staff college at Maxwell Air 
Force Base, Montgomery, Ala., and is 
now assigned to McGuire Air Force Base, 
N.J., working in operations plans and 
flying C-130 transport aircraft.
G. S. “Don” Morris M.Ed. ’71 has 
been awarded a Fulbright grant for study 
at the Norwegian College of Physical 
Education and Sport, a part of the 
University of Norway, in Oslo during 
1984-85. He plans to lecture and do 
research in physical education for the 
handicapped and to assist in developing a 
national physical education program for 
Norway. Don has been a professor in the 
Health, Physical Education, Recreation 
and Dance Department at Cal Poly, 
Pomona.
Karen Johnson Rowell ’71 is a part- 
time stained glass artisan. She works out 
of her home and sells items at the Twenty 
Talents Art Gallery, Bellevue, Neb., and 
at local mall shows. “I love this art form 
but in 1971 I never thought I’d end up in 
the art field!” Karen, her husband,
Phillip, and their daughter, Tiffany, reside 
in Omaha.
Stephen Edward Medvec ’72, M.A.
’77 traveled extensively in 1983 to
promote Philadelphia in Calgary, Alberta, 
Canada; Antwerp, Belgium; Rotterdam, 
Netherlands; and Hamburg, West 
Germany. In early June, he and his wife, 
Alexandra, went to Montreal to fulfill a 
life-long dream of visiting French Canada.
Thomas K. Cordingley ’73 has been 
named advertising and marketing director 
for Montana Magazine. Tom was formerly 
general advertising manager for the Great 
Falls Tribune.
Mark Elway ’73, M.Ed. ’82 has been 
named education director and agribusiness 
representative at Emery Computers in 
Great Falls. His wife, Elaine Schuler 
Elway ’72, is a business/office-education 
teacher at C. M. Russell High School. 
They have two children.
Bob Gessler ’73 has been promoted to 
vice president and manager of the 
Woodbine office of the Third National 
Bank, Nashville, Tenn. He is a graduate 
of the National School of Commercial 
Lending and a member of the American 
Legion and Civitan Club of Nashville.
Thomas Welch ’73 is the executive vice 
president and managing officer of Pioneer 
Federal Savings and Loan Association of 
Deer Lodge and Dillon.
Gayle Trafford Ashabraner ’74 is a 
clinical dietitian with CIGNA Healthplans 
of California. She resides in Yorba Linda, 
Calif., with her husband, Bob, and their 
two children.
Bill Wells ’74 is a stage technician and 
lives in New York City.
Michael J. Cochrane ’75 has been 
decorated with the second award of the 
Air Force Commendation Medal at RAF 
Greenham Common, England. He is a 
ground launch cruise missile emergency 
actions procedures instructor with the 
501st Tactical Missile Wing.
David Wulff M.A. ’75 is a recipient of 
the University of Washington 
Distinguished Teaching Award for 1984. 
He is a predoctoral teaching associate in 
the Department of Speech Communication 
and a staff associate in the Center for 
Instructional Development and Research. 
“When I’m in front of the class I still 
spend a good deal of time looking at 
myself from the student’s perspective. It’s 
no special talent, just the culmination of 
my experiences.”
Anne dePender Zeigler M.F.A. ’75 
graduated from the University of Houston 
Law School in May 1984. “No gifts 
please. Just send clients!”
David Eagle ’76 is an assistant 
professor of business and economics at a 
two-year branch of the University of 
Wisconsin. He plans to complete his 
Ph.D. in economics at the University of 
Minnesota. He and his wife, Lisa Conger 
’74, live in Rice Lake, Wis.
John Eiler ’76 graduated from the 
University o f Tennessee with a master’s
degree in wildlife and fisheries science.
He is employed by the National Marine 
Fisheries Service in Juneau, Alaska, 
where he and his wife, Nancy Valach 
’78, reside.
Thomas J. Cockrell ’77 gave up 
teaching English for a promising career as 
a yardage marker on a driving range. “I 
still have ambition,” says Tom. “I just 
can’t seem to find it. I know I had it 
when I went to the Laundromat last 
Tuesday, but I think it must have fallen 
into my box of Cheer.” In the meantime, 
Tom owns a convenience store in Billings, 
has another one opening soon, and is in 
the process o f opening a wine store and 
wine-tasting bar in downtown Billings. 
When asked about the opening of his new 
stores, Tom said, “I lost the keys. I know 
I had them when I went to the 
Laundromat on Tuesday, but I must have 
left them in the car.” Who knows?
Robert G, Engle ’77 teaches in 
Rosebud. He and his wife, Joan, live in 
Forsyth where she is a teacher at Forsyth 
Elementary.
C. Matt Garrett ’77 is party manager 
for Western Geophysical, a subsidiary of 
Litton Industries. Matt and his wife, 
Kathy, say, “We sure miss Montana!”
Wayne Hite M.S. ’77 has been 
promoted to forest lands manager for the 
Oregon timberlands region of Champion 
International Corporation. He lives in 
Springfield, Ore.
Joseph G. Marra ’77 has been clerking 
for Justice L. C. Gulbrandson of the 
Montana Supreme Court. He has accepted 
a position in the General Counsel’s Office 
of the National Labor Relations Board in 
Seattle beginning in September.
Randy Snyder ’77, J.D. ’80 has 
established a private law practice in 
Bigfork.
Pamela Steffan Trafford ’77, M.B.A.
This has got to be the “zoo. ”
’82 is a certified public accountant with 
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and Co. in 
Billings.
Patrick Collins ’78, M.B.A. ’79 is the 
assistant manager of Wood Products in 
Poison, where he and his wife, Patricia 
DaSilva Collins ’77, reside.
Mike Gilbert ’78 is a hardware and 
software consultant for Dobbins, DcGuirc
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and Tucker, Missoula. Previously, he was 
a captain in the Army stationed in 
Washington, D.C.
Jane Mennen ’78 went to Kodiak, 
Alaska, following her graduation and 
spent the summer sorting shrimp, which 
she informed her parents was “very mind- 
stimulating.” At the end o f the season she 
decided to try driving cab and, when the 
opportunity arose, bought a permit to own 
a cab and has had her own business for 
more than two years. Last year, much to 
her parents’ relief, she enrolled at the 
University of Alaska, Fairbanks, and is 
working toward a degree in accounting.
Jacqueline Scherrer-Krim ’78 has 
completed a Ph.D. in physics at the 
University of Washington. In June 1983 
she received a dissertation fellowship for 
outstanding doctoral students in science 
from the ARCS Foundation. She is living 
and studying in France for a year as a 
NATO postdoctoral fellow.
Monica Bauer ’79 is an artist in 
Billings.
Reg Bennett ’79 is employed with the 
Soil Conservation Service of the Missouri 
Department of Conservation. His 
assignment is to implement effective 
means of reducing soil erosion to tolerable 
levels on private lands while improving 
and expanding upon the wildlife habitat of 
these lands. In 1983 he was named 
Wildlife Division Employee of the Year. 
He lives in Gower, Mo.
Deborah Hines ’79 has been awarded a 
Southwest Forest Industries Fellowship 
and Union Camp Foundation Fellowship 
to Duke University. She has received a 
master of forestry degree specializing in 
economic and policy aspects of land-use 
and forestry problems.
’80s
Jim Carper ’80 is a pharmacist for Pay 
n’Save in Seattle.
Diana Cole '80 is a dance instructor at 
Flathead Valley Community College in 
Kalispell. In addition, she teaches tap, 
ballet, creative and modern dance to 
children under the community education 
program.
Marcia Johnson '81 has been promoted 
to loan counselor at the Western Federal 
Savings and Loan Association of Montana 
in Missoula. She is responsible for 
originating a variety of loans, including 
those for the purchase, finance and 
construction o f real estate properties.
Scott Johnson ’81 has joined the staff 
at Farm Bureau Insurance in Hamilton.
Molly Ann Kretz ’81 has received a 
master of arts degree in communication 
from CBN University, Virginia Beach,
Va.
Mark Ottman '81 is employed as an 
accounts officer with the Bank of
America, Investment and Security 
Department, Los Angeles.
Tracy Spencer ’81 hopes to have 
completed her master’s in curriculum and 
instruction from the University of Nevada, 
Las Vegas, this summer. She also teaches 
sixth grade in Las Vegas and is “loving 
every minute of it!”
Robin Taylor ’81 is a dance instructor 
at Butte Vo Tech and a member of Butte’s 
only professional dance company, Butte 
America Dance Company, better known 
as B.A.D. Co. She is also a part-time 
radio personality for KBOW and KOPR.
David Benson ’82 toured Australia and 
New Zealand in 1983 and early 1984. He 
is now a claims representative for 
Northwestern National Insurance Company 
in Helena.
Paul J. Curtis M.B.A. ’82 is a flight 
training instructor with the 37th Flying 
Training Squadron at Columbus Air Force 
Base, Miss. He was recently decorated 
with the U.S. Air Force Commendation 
Medal.
Denise Dowling ’82 is director of the 
early and late KHQ-6 TV nightly 
newscasts, Spokane.
Stephen Eberhart M.A. ’82 is teaching 
mathematics at California State University, 
Northridge, and working as editor of a 
new collectibles price guide for Walt 
Disney Productions.
Barbara Robins Hereford ’82 is a 
freelance designer and photographer in 
Missoula.
David Kuhl ’82 is the new sales 
manager of home satellite systems for 
Schile Appliance and Television in 
Missoula. He and his wife, Laura, have 
one son.
Christopher Joseph Mertz x’82 
received a doctor of chiropractic degree 
from Palmer College of Chiropractic- 
West, Sunnyvale, Calif., in June. He 
resides in San Jose.
Kathleen Ryan A.A. ’82 is employed 
as an energy and conservation technician 
and lives in Duluth, Minn.
Karen Aker ’83 is a graduate fellow at 
Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo. 
“The musical training I received at UM 
has been a great asset to my graduate 
studies.”
Jack Bradford Ed.D. ’83 is a guidance 
counselor at the American Elementary and 
High School in Sao Paulo, Brazil. His 
wife, Sandy Jore Bradford M.Ed. ’81, 
teaches fourth grade at the same school.
Bruce A. Harma M.B.A. ’83 has 
graduated from the health services 
administration course at Sheppard Air 
Force Base, Texas, and is scheduled to 
serve with the Air Force Hospital at K. I. 
Sawyer Air Force Base, Mich.
David J. Lilieholm ’83 is attending the 
University of Utah, Salt Lake City, as a 




Packets of ten high-quality notecards 
commemorate historical Missoula. Made 
from original oil paintings by Western 
artist Carl Funseth, the cards are perfect 
for personals, thank-yous, special 
occasions. Great for framing and gifts.
Proceeds from the sale of these packets 
will be used to identify, document and 
duplicate historical Missoula and Western 
Montana photographs.
To order send $10 plus $1 for postage to 
“Notecards," Friends of the Mansfield 
Library, University of Montana, Missoula, 
MT 59812.
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J. Young Mayberry M.B.A. ’83 has 
been decorated with the U.S. Air Force 
Commendation Medal at the U.S. Air 
Force Academy, Colorado Springs, Colo. 
He is a Spanish instructor with the 
Department of Foreign Languages.
William D. McKinney M.B.A. ’83 has 
been promoted to the rank of captain in 
the U.S. Air Force. He is a missile 
combat crew commander with the 564th 
Strategic Missile Squadron at Malmstrom 
Air Force Base, Great Falls 
Julie Moore ’83 was a student intern 
with the Montana Repertory Theater this 
past spring. She appeared in the 
production of “Tintypes.” “I’m becoming 
an expert on hotel living.” Touring with 
the group has given her time to think 
about her options. “I’m not sure what is 
next, but this has been a great 
experience.”
Brett I. Mossey ’83 has been assigned 
to Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas, where 
he will receive specialized instruction in 
accounting and finance.
Births
Justin John to Elaine Schuler Elway ’72 
and Mark Elway ’73, M.Ed. ’82, 
Great Falls.
Jami Ann to Toni Petrovich Svaldi ’73 
and Jim Svaldi ’77, Anaconda 
Dominic Dennis to Susan Deming ’75,
’81 and Dennis Loveless ’75, J.D.
’82, Havre 
Katy to “M.P.” Mary Jeub Loewy ’75 
and Richard Loewy, Kirkland, Wash. 
Lindsay Diane to Susan Muskett 
Harrison ’76 and Frank Randall 
Harrison ’75, J.D. ’83, Missoula 
Kailey Malissa to Debra Blanks Shore 
’76 and David Shore ’77, Franklin, 
Wis.
Sara Anne to Kathy Grant Garrett and C.
Matt Garrett ’77, Hayes, Kan.
Weston John to Nancy Valach Eiler ’78 
and John Eiler ’76, Juneau, Alaska 
Sara Elayne to Susan and Matthew 
TeRonde ’83, Bainville, Mont.
Moving?
Let us know, too
Each address change and all faultily 
addressed mail returned by the Post Office 
to the Alumni Association costs us 25 cents. 
Alumni can make a worthwhile contribution 
simply by keeping their addresses current. 
Mail to: UM Alumni Association, University 




State__________________Zip C o d e____
Marriages
Colleen D. Hansen ’81 and Raymond 
P. Tipp ’56, LL.B. ’59 
JoAnn McDonald ’73 and Kevin Scott 
Johnson
Carol Lynn Riemersma and Robert 
Ernest Sorenson x’73 
Judith McCully and Barry Smith ’74, 
J.D. ’79
Karan Annette Moe and Gregory Paul 
Wittman ’75
Sylvia Smith ’75 and Jim Love 
Mary Catherine Thurmond and Larry 
Glenn Brewer x’76 
Sheila Senef and Gary Hicks ’76 
Virginia Knowles Graham ’77, M.S. 
’82 and Ronald Howard Knorr ’80 
Shelley K. Olson ’77 and Glenn 
Graham
Lois Paige ’77 and Marc Simenson ’83 
Janet Olson and Robert Shacklett ’77, 
M.S. ’80
Susan Holton and Kip Kramer ’78 
Lisa Cassun ’80 and W. Burke Eilers 
Lisa Leuthold ’80 and Randall Koble 
Jami Davenport ’81 and Rich Prins 
M.B.A. ’81
Jansy R. Mielke and Vincent G.
Hansen ’81
Cathleen Nelson ’81 and Michael 
McLaughlin
Anne Regina North x’81 and Carl 
Anthony Bossini
Jackie Christine Sautter x’81 and Zane 
Fredrick Ruple
Lois Swank and Gregory Weber x’81 
Dianna L. Woods ’81 
Kym Louise Carlson x’82 and James 
Arthur Connor
Deborah Kim Christopher ’82 and 
Brian P. Belden
Cindy Marion Crane ’82 and Frank 
Paul Fahland
Carol Jayne Fischer ’82 and Stephen 
Kent Ham ’82
Allison Joyce Meyer ’82 and Monty 
Jay Streeter ’82
Patrice J. Wanner x’82 and Patrick 
Hennessy
Brenda Westling and Jerry Austin ’83 
Wendy Hovland and Casey Cregg ’82 
Wendy Nault x’86 and John Hege ’83 
Jacquelin Silberling x’85 and John M. 
Higgins ’83
Sherry Bascue and Victor 
Janushkowsky M.B.A. ’83 
Lori Jeppeson ’83 and Jack Cummings 
’83
Karlen J. Moe J.D. ’83 and Michael 
Reed x’85
Tamara Sue Monroe and Randal 
Nygard ’83
Pam Williams x’83 and Gale Wilson 
Brenda Kay Aldred x’84 and Joseph 
Daniel Verbanac
Kathleen M. Wirth and Kenneth M. 
Gladfelter M.B.A. ’84 
Shelley Burt and Scott Gratton '84
Deaths
Editor’s note: We regret we erroneously 
listed Phyllis Kreycik Page ’32 and John 
H. Badgley ’52 under “Deaths” in the 
May 1984 issue.
Nora Kapp Johnson ’18 
Rhea Strawn French ’19 
Mabel “Murph” Burnett Dowling x’20 
Helena Hutchens Finch x’22 
Clarence Davey x’23 
Edward G. Madsen ’23 
Dorothy Holmes McConnell ’23 
Russell Lewis ’24 
James K. Browne ’25 
Vivian Corbly ’25 
Roscoe R. Taylor ’25 
Dorothy Van Wormer Coyle x’26 
J. Wilfred Fehlhaber ’27 
Fay Fouts ’27 
Burton L. Smading x’27 
Otto A. Bessey ’28 
Robert K. Callaway ’29 
Ruth Mondale Young Conroy x’29 
Edwin T. Hughes x’30 
D. Russell Thorson ’30 
Virginia Eldridge Hansen ’32 
Joel Frykman ’33 
Angelo K. Geary ’34 
John Grierson ’34 
Mabelle Willard Wilkinson ’34 
Georgia Myrtle Hartman Paulsrud 
x’35
Mary O’Hearn Reuthruger ’35
Harold Babcock ’37
Philip Peterson x’37
Dan P. Kelly ’39
Emil Joseph Tabaracci ’40
Floyd R. Beeler ’41
John Conant x’42
Sylvia Haight x’42
William G. Reed ’42
Mary Penelope Risser Hassler ’44
Bette Boding Varner x’46
Loran Allen Johnson ’48
Murray Athearn ’49
Charles L. Beveridge ’49
George Robert Hahn M.A. ’52
Joseph A. Kountz ’54
Calvin D. Schreckendgust x’54
Patricia Bender Casebeer ’58
Richard J. Hale ’62
Sylvia Niva ’67
Joanne Jostad Brenholt M.S. '68 
James Donald Converse M.S. ’68 
Erik Ogren ’69 
Susan Herlick ’70 
Terry Krebs x’70 
Matthew Hansen ’82 
Melvin C. Wren, UM history 
professor, 1940-1967
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Now For The 
Finishing Tough,
You.
Missoula's newest and finest hotel is 
waiting for you to come into the pic­
ture. The New Sheraton Missoula of­
fers 200 luxurious guest rooms and 
spacious suites complemented by a 
delightful continental dining room, an 
entertaining cocktail lounge and a re­
laxing indoor swimming complex 
with pooh sauna and jacuzzi. Our pri­
vate Executive Travelers Club is 
unique in Western Montana and our 
skylighted atrium lobby is fast be­
coming the place Missoula meets. So 
please join us—soon!
Sheraton Missoula
SHERATON HOTELS. INNS & RESORTS WORLDWIDE 
200 SOUTH PATTEE STREET. MISSOULA. MONTANA 406/721-8550
TOLL FREE RESERVATIONS 1-800-325-3535
b
A tradition 
o fE xce llen ce
